
Spelling Lesson 22 – I Could Do That  

dentist  Sentence: The dentist showed me how to care for my teeth. Definition: a doctor trained to take care 
of teeth 
final  Sentence: The decision is final and cannot be changed. Definition: unable to be changed or undone 

finish  Sentence: I must finish my dinner before I eat dessert. Definition: to complete or to bring to an end 

narrow  Sentence: A wide sofa will not fit through a narrow door. Definition: having a small measurement 
from side to side 

shelter  Sentence: We adopted our cat from the animal shelter. Definition: place of protection from danger or 
weather 

ahead  Sentence: I moved ahead to the front of the line. Definition: in advance or in front of, forward 

corner  Sentence: The two streets cross at the corner. Definition: the place where two converging lines meet 

hollow  Sentence: Squirrels lived inside the hollow tree. Definition: empty or carved out inside 

divide  Sentence: Divide the pizza into four equal parts. Definition: to separate into parts 

famous  Sentence: The famous movie star is known by millions. Definition: well-known or celebrated by many 
people 

recent  Sentence: Recent rains have left the streets flooded. Definition: happening or from not long ago 

silver  Sentence: Jewelry of silver is whiter than gold. Definition: valuable, shiny metal of whitish color 

capture  Sentence: I tried to capture the butterfly with a net. Definition: to catch or preserve something 

cabin  Sentence: We stayed in a rustic log cabin in the woods. Definition: a small simple house or 
compartment 

dinner  Sentence: I eat breakfast, lunch and dinner each day. Definition: meal of the day eaten at midday or 
evening 

minus  Sentence: Three minus two equals one. Definition: decreased by, with the subtraction of 

minute  Sentence: There are 60 seconds in a minute. Definition: a unit of time measuring sixty seconds 

value  Sentence: The value of the necklace is fifty dollars. Definition: cost or worth of an item 

reward  Sentence: Many dogs reward the hard work of their caretakers with affection. Definition: to give 
someone something in return for doing something 

broken  Sentence: The broken computer did not work at all. Definition: in pieces or not in working order 


